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serveTM

1000-M

22" portrait orientation displays 
over 20 items on screen

built-in receipt printer provides a 
complete account statement  

additional surface area 
holds bags and extra books

over 200 custom colours to 
match any library decor

health status light indicators 
alert library staff from afar

dedicated RFID zone reads up to 
15 items at a time

Modern, simple and easy-to-use

Sleek and minimal design
This kiosk promotes quick and easy self-service transactions.  
With a modern design that keeps things simple and 
minimal, users can borrow and return with ease.

A simple change makes a huge difference 
We've flipped and enlarged the touchscreen.  This 22” 
monitor allows over 20 items to be visible in a list view  
without the need for scrolling.

Large surface area
With your library patrons in mind, this kiosk offers ample 
shelf space for users to set down items as well as bags 
they may be carrying.  
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Although we make every effort to ensure information is correct at the time of release, it is possible that specifications and features may vary or change over 
time. Bibliotheca therefore makes no representations or warranties as to the completeness or accuracy of the information contained within this document.
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Dimensions: Freestanding:  w: 660mm / 26.0”  | d: 550mm / 21.7”  | h: 1,484mm / 58.4” 

Weight: Freestanding:   105 kg | 232 lbs. 

Power:
Input C13 connector
240 VAC input, 130 watts, 50Hz 
240 VAC for European installs; 5 AMP fuse

Data: 10/100 ethernet

Touchscreen:

Large 22" portrait oriented touchscreen
Brightness : 250 nits
HD widescreen resolution : 1920 x 1080
Projective capacitive touchscreen technology

PC: Windows 7 32 bit OS (64 bit available upon request) | 2GB RAM | 56GB SSD

RFID Item capacity: Approximately 15 items at any one time

Login types: Barcode (full range of barcode types), RFID, smartcard and manual screen entry

Standards & compliance: DDA, CE

Reporting:
Configuration and reporting is made available in real-time via our optional 
smartadmin™ central management software

Software:

smartserve™ 1000M comes pre-loaded with our liber8™ self-service software, which 
provides the customer with the full range of borrow, return and account functions. 
The software is configured for connection to the library ILS/LMS through SIP2 or NCIP.  
Access to the library’s network via Ethernet is required.

Colour options:
smartserve™ 1000M is available in black and white as standard or a variety of custom 
colours to match any library atmosphere. 213 RAL classic colours choices can be 
viewed at http://bit.ly/RALcolours.

Options:
Custom colour
MiFare reader    


